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Diversity in service
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Arab Channels Integrated System (ACIS) Company is a selective of professionals who has certain
energy, a workable enthusiasm for what to do and provide value added consulting service in business
management, financial and investment and information technology.
Our strength is our team who knows how to build strong working relationship with client. This make us
pioneer by providing consulting and technology service to all the segment of our industry.
Over the years we have had requests for many types of Food & Beverage software and Retail Software
including, installing bar-coding systems into a leather section of one of the most prestigious companies.
Monitoring logistics, admin control, and staff repair management for a domestic appliance company.
This has allowed us to develop powerful point of sale and barcoding systems, more than capable of
coving hospitality and retailers every need.
Our software products, range from all POS software systems, inventory control systems.
We also supply hospitality restaurant and coffee software and retail system solutions for specialist POS.
We offer a range of quality hardware at affordable prices.
In addition to our strategic partnership with leading vendor such as eZee, Qiotec and Compumedical,
which provide an international solution: ERP Solution, Health Care Solution, Food & Beverage Solution
and, we also provide Professional Services like: Consultation, Design, Implementation, Integration,
Training and Management Services.

ACIS has a unique blend of experience and creativity to assist you in establishing solutions that meet
your goals. Our job is to help you make the right choices for your business needs and to implement
those choices as economically and quickly as possible with the least disruption.
We consistently add value to our customers by delivering innovative, software-solutions that are built on
a proven line of business applications.
Our Integrated solutions are proven to: drive down operating costs, maximize resource utilization and
ensure customer satisfaction and loyalty.

Overview
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ACIS was started over Ten years ago with a singular vision: to create a business
where the customer comes first. We’ve strived every day to meet this vision, and to
build our team with this mantra always in mind. Looking back, we have built a
business that has deep and lasting customer relationships, with the type of trust
that can only come over time. Our customers know us, and our skills, and indeed
engage us to guide them with key decisions that affect not only their Information
Technology, but their businesses and hence their people.
Based on our solid business portfolio, ACIS has delivered robust and healthy
growth. We keep a close watch on changing market trends to identify new growth
engines. Furthermore, we are committed to achieving innovation and technology
excellence, which will give us a strong competitive edge in the market and help us
take our next great leap forward.
We are working hard to be one of the leading IT Company in the Local area, looking
forward to the international aspect.

ACIS CEO Message
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In the era of empowerment out first obligation is to our clients.
Our mission, vision, values are the foundation, upon which we are building the best
company we can be, the most successful company to provide a high quality of IT
solution by setup a new view of service. We would like to help the client to take
decision to change to ACIS solutions with no fear of that change. And to
be
Middle East and Gulf Area leader in providing IT Solutions to help our clients resolve
their greatest service management and their network security challenges with
efficient, value-driven strategies, intelligently deploying the industry’s leading
solutions software. Along with providing hardware, Software and Maintenance all
implement in one level of service to achieve the success of our clients.
We insist to be a leader in providing Hospitality Management System, Enterprise
Resource Planning, Web Design, Video Animation and CCTV Camera Systems
solutions in the Middle East and to provide the satisfaction of the customer’s particular
needs by our solutions.

Mission, Vision &
Values
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ACIS’ network spans all corners of the Middle East

ACIS formed in 2009 as Arab Channels Integrated System in Al-Khobar– KSA unit
was spun-off in 2009.

Locations
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ACIS team consists of a unique combination of experienced engineers with senior
operational, marketing and management experience.
The unique combination of the ACIS team adds value by introducing diverse
approaches and global perspectives in order to achieve the highest levels of
productivity and efficiency in business. We employ around 40 well qualified,
experienced professionals, and can call on additional resource at short notice from
strategic partners.
Our certified team of professionals has enough experience to implement diverse
solutions, and our services are delivered to certified industry standard methodologies
across 500 organizations in the Middle East.

ACIS’ Team
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ACIS is divided into 8 majors operating divisions:
Enterprise Resource Planning Solution ERP.
Human Resources Management Solutions.
Medical Management Solution.
Retail Management Solution.
Food & Beverage Management Solution.
Hotel Management Solution
Security and CCTV Camera Solutions.
Web Design and Video Animation Solutions.

ACIS Organizational
Structure
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ACIS core values as a client focus to exceed customer expectations for value and
service along with build and maintain customer relationships and ensure long-term
satisfaction, develop plans that delivers better results, and continually strives for
personal and professional development, deliver world-class results in all we do,
enabling our customer to stay ahead of their competitors by providing best-in-class
solutions, customer service and results, foster open relations, communications,
listen, and understand other perspectives, consistently demonstrate principled and
ethical judgment and practice the highest standards of social conduct.

ACIS core values

ACIS’ Services
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ACIS is your one-stop provider of licensing, maintenance renewal, implementation
and support, training and remote administration for Human Resources Management
System, Enterprise Resource Planning, Medical Management Solution, Food &
Beverage Solution, Retail Management Solution, Web Design, Video Animation and
CCTV Camera Systems products.
We offer a wide range of cost-effective services to facilitate your transition to a secured
and managed network and more effective management of your IT organization and
infrastructure.

Our services ranging in:
Solution Architecting.
Project Scoping.
Functional Specifications through to project management.
Implementation.
Integration.
Data Migration.
Training
Post implementation support.
Business, user and system audits.

ACIS’ Services
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Arab Channels Integrated System is dedicated to working hand-in-hand with
clients to provide a structured, pragmatic, results-oriented approach to defining,
integrating, implementing and managing business-focused IT services.

ACIS design services reflect our breadth of industry experience and past
performance solving complex business problems.

Arab Channels Integrated System designs an end-state architecture mapping
functionality and technology to specific tools, and produces a phased road map of
how to get there.

ACIS first discovers our clients prioritized needs and current state of the business,
IT services and operating environment. Then, ACIS determine required operations
tools capabilities, best practices that apply to the business, and gaps of existing
environment.

Business Consulting
Services
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ACIS’s software licensing services allow organizations who subscribe to application
services to “rent” a suite of software.
Our software licensing service including the right of using the software along with
the annual maintenance, that allowing the organization to get current updates, and
technical support for the software.
Customer service is a central to software licensing service programs-and businesssuccess. ACIS customer service professionals are experts at handling the highly
differentiated, complex requests that comprise software licensing service and
support. ACIS business development team can provide product demonstration and
competitive pricing.

ACIS is a partner of business objects, which covers the whole partner products. By
employing ACIS as a software provider you have selected a provider with multiple
years of experience and expertise. By using ACIS service to manage your software
applications, the organization will have a single point of contact for any issues,
concerns or questions.

Licensing Services
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ACIS offers comprehensive implementation services for its products to ensure
they are implemented effectively and they meet customer expectations. As part of
the implementation process, ACIS will spend time understanding customer
requirements and helping them determine how automation and process
reengineering can improve their business.

Our implementation services include:
Deployment of application.
Upgrade to the latest version of application.
Migrating other vendor products to our best practice solution; maintaining
the functionality to ensure that users continue to have the same features.
Enhancement to gain more capabilities.
Professional services as testing in pre-production for operational
readiness.
To ensure smooth results and operations, we work with internal staff and provide
complete documentation to ensure clients can fully utilize the system and solve
any problems without any outside assistance, as well as support users in the
system.
A key benefit of working with ACIS’s implementation team is the proven project
management process that is used along with a staff of skilled consultants to
reduce risk and manage projects to on-time delivery within budget.

ACIS consultants have a reputation for tackling complex integrations with asset

Implementation
Services

tools, monitoring systems, and Active Directory networks. Throughout your
implementation, our methodology promotes effective communication, project
management, and knowledge transfer.
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ACIS conducts trainings at our training center on a regular basis to keep our clients
abreast with the latest versions of our products.
Our consultants, who have extensive hands on experience in the field, conduct
these trainings. Certificates are awarded at the end of the training to prove the
trainees mastery of the subject.
The training center is with the latest computers and state of the art equipment

to

enable effective content delivery. During the training, hands on exercises are
provided on the product. This enables the trainee to put to practice techniques learnt
during the training.

Training Services
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We can confidently provide complete installation and hardware, along with any technical support required
to use our products!
At ACIS, we understand that customers do not buy products; they buy the satisfaction of particular
needs. Therefore, to be successful, the services provided must be perceived by the customer to deliver
sufficient value in the form of outcomes that the customer wants to achieve. The Support is provided by
ACIS for all the products and services we offer. Our support is manned by consultants with relevant
industry experience who also deploy the solutions. The Support is underpinned by Service Level
Agreements (SLA) that are mutually agreed with the customer with regard to the response and resolution
times to a query and the escalation levels. We understand the importance of mission critical applications
and customers can sign into standard, gold and platinum levels of SLAs.
There is a great level of flexibility on what support you receive depending on what level of support you
choose.

Here is a list of services we offer:
Complete Support Including Phone, E-Mail & Remote Desktop
Installation
Free Quotation
Free Training Videos for installation and setup as a download
Personal Training - This facility is available through onsite training, or by visiting our premises.
You can also receive training through remote desktop, on a 1 on 1 basis with the particular
application you have purchased
We are proud to be different here at RPS, far from being a 9 to 5 company, we are available whenever
you need us - including out of hours service. If you have any unusual requests please let us know and
we will almost certainly be able to accommodate them.

ACIS Support

*Remote Desktop module is where we can access what is displaying on your computer screen from our offices. We can even
share mouse and keyboard interaction, this module can be purchased with all of our products, or it can be purchased separately.
To read more about Remote Desktop and what benefits it can offer.
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Our legacy with this core set of industry-leading partners means that we have significant experience to
consistently deliver results. We can say with confidence that we maintain the highest levels of sales and
technical certifications with each of these partners and are able to independently design, sell, implement,
train, and support the solutions we go to market with.

In 2005, two friends in the city of Surat, India founded a IT solutions
company to revolutionize the hospitality industry. Their goal was
simple, provide ingenious and sturdy solutions using the most cuttingedge technology. Thus, eZee was born!
After over an decade of offering cutting edge technology solutions,
today, the name eZee has become an appropriate synonym for
excellency.
eZee Technosys is a complete IT solutions provider for the hospitality
industry, solutions whose sole purpose is to simplify business
processes for our clients and help their business grow. The dedicated
teams at eZee cover sales, marketing, product development and
technical support. When you deal with us you are directly coming in
contact with people with expertise in the hospitality industry
Offering complete range of hospitality software solutions, eZee
products and services meet every requirement of various segments
of the industry. Designed and developed keeping in mind the
complexity and inter-connectivity of the various functions in the
industry while keeping up with the international standards of practice
and technology.
eZee keeps with the latest technology by continually identifying the
latest technological trends which gives us a distinct advantage over
the competition. eZee puts maximum resources towards research
and development which helps us to constantly keep eZee products in
forefronts of innovation.
eZee products and services help our clients to measurably improve
their operations. The company develops market-leading technologies
including eZee FrontDesk - Property Management System, eZee
BurrP! - Restaurant Point-of-Sale, eZee Absolute - Cloud-Based
PMS, eZee Reservation - Online Booking Engine, eZee Centrix Channel Management System, eZee iFeedback - Guest Feedback
System, eZee iMenu - Digital Tablet Menu, and Appytect - Hotel App
Builder.

ACIS’ Partners
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CompuMedical is in the exclusive business of designing, developing and
manufacturing health care IT solutions, was established in 1992 in Cairo, Egypt.
CompuMedical adopts a strategy of continuous development of its medical business
relations and technical skills in terms of employing up to date technologies, ongoing
staff training, and obtaining professional international partnerships.
Founded by Osama Muwaswes and Nael Awadallah in 2018, Qiotic is a digital
marketing agency based in Jordan. Our team works round the clock to deliver
excellent customer service and results driven by strong knowledge, creative minds
and rooted in the technology.
To deliver the best quality and most innovative digital marketing campaigns and
to develop websites and applications with the biggest returns for our clients with
a focus on customer service. And to be a great place to work where people are
valued and empowered to be the best they can.
After we having worked for multiple digital marketing agencies over the last years
we decided to form Qiotic digital marketing agency , with the goal of providing a
simple, affordable and effective digital marketing service.
our primary objective is to help you build and improve your business. As longestablished leaders in the online marketing industry, we have the experience and
insight to determine the needs of your company and customers, plan and execute

ACIS’ Partners

processes to align those needs, and ultimately help you attract, engage and
convert more customers.
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ACIS Product Lines
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ACIS Software technology consists of unified systems and solutions for advanced enterprise resource
planning (ERPs), and a wide variety of solutions that suit various business sectors, which can be used
as separate models or as integrated information systems that serve the whole institution, and provide
sufficient support for the business activities execution.
Our software solutions ensure easily usage of entering, updating, storing, sharing, retrieving data and
resources and activities by clients.
Our confidence came from our experts’ ability to give the best solutions.
Our services cover a wide range of software solutions that can be applied to various business sectors,
where the company seeks to provide flexible solutions that can be allocated, designed and adapted to
suit our customers’ different needs and requirements. To ensure the integration of these services, the
company provides many special solutions many companies do not have. Business sectors and
technology have witnessed clear developments in the ranges and boundaries that have managed to
overcome, so that it exceeded the limits of the traditional offices to move into wider space.
From there, ACIS proceeded to develop software systems that upgraded their level to convoy with the
modern use of technology and applications based on the Internet.
The company is specialized with wide expertise in this field; it contributed to the development and
provision of software solutions for applications that depend on the Internet.
ACIS succeeded in linking the Short Message Services (SMS) and wireless communication technologies
(GPS, GPRS, RFID, Smart Solutions, Mobility Solutions) with the central databases. In addition, ACIS
succeeded in developing communication solutions for laptop (PDAs) and linked it directly to the system
and to the specific databases.

ERP
Enterprise Resource
Planning Systems
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ACIS products include sets of software solutions that serve a wide range of business, where ACIS ERP
is specialized with general features shared by all its sub-systems such as:
Provides a workflow system with the possibility of building a dynamic workflow sequence that is linked to approvals
system.
Builds dynamic, specialized, and automatic reports by the user and reviewing them in several ways.
The ability to export reports to different file formats (PDF-EXCEL-HTML).
Provides smart business systems and possibility business systems, with the possibility of reviewing data in the
form of analytical graphical charts.
The ability to connect and communicate between systems and external mechanical devices that facilitate the
workflow.
Provides all the options for migrating financial movements automatically, manually, or when a specific approval is
available.
Provides (Mails) system for the system users that is fully functional and linked to the workflow system and approvals
system.
Enables the user to build his\her favorites list that contains all the screens and systems that are used constantly.
Provides a list of the external tools the user needs while working without getting out of the system
Provides a list that contains all reminders or warnings to the user, which facilitates following-up the process.
Displays the user name , company name, branch name, and the financial year in all screens that the user is
working on .
Provides archiving, copying, and documenting tools for all the fields that need it with the ability to link the electronic
document with a specific field.
Provides a bilingual system for immediate assistance (English and Arabic).
The system provides flexible , easy, and practical screens where you can follow-up the available information on
the screen with the tiniest details of any movement in the database.
Provides security and permissions system that starts from the system to the field.
Provides security system for the entered or available data on the screen in case the user leaves his\her machine
without closing the system.
Tracks the users’ login and logout with the ability to know the date and time of the login and logout, the user name,
the name of the machine, and the location.
Tracks the users’ system procedures with the ability to know the date, time of the procedure, the user name, the
name of the machine, nature of procedure (add, delete, edit, print), the movement, the field, and the resulted values
that was before or after the procedure.
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The general accounting system serves the financial management requirements in the company and it
works in full interdependence where the flow of information between different systems pours in the
general system at the end. Such integration means that the limitations of the financial impact of various
movements such as payable accounts, receivable accounts, and funds will be reflected automatically
on the general ledger accounts defined in advance by those involved in financial management without
having to manually enter these records. The system also provides a flexible and practical query screens
for all reports and previous statements with the advantage of following-up available information on the
screen down to the lowest level of the movements in the financial statements database.
Easy and flexible in building chart of accounts.
Provides unlimited number of levels of the chart of accounts structure.
Controls the accounts’ digits, numbering techniques, and levels’ structural coherence.
Flexibility in entering initial balances of the accounts.
The possibility of recording simple or complex daily records with more than one type of accounting record.
Flexibility in numbering daily records on a monthly or daily basis automatically.
Obtain any information related to the accounts mentioned in the record through the screen immediately without
the need to close it.
Connects the daily record with the reference data to facilitate the process of recourse.
The possibility of keeping the frequently used records in the favorites making it easier to be used several times
without being re-written.
The possibility of reversing any accounting record with another separate record directly through the record’s
screen and in real time constraint.
The possibility of replicating current record’s data based on earlier data without the need to rewrite it again.
Defines unlimited number of levels to cost and profit centers.
The possibility of linking the accounts to their cost and profit centers.
Allocates the share of each cost center with a certain percentage of the total value with the possibility of distributing
it automatically when creating the record.
Defines the structure of the accounts associated with the cash flow and the nature of its effect automatically.
Requests cash flow statements during any period of the current or expected movements.

General Ledger
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Defines accounts associated with concluding statements if it is an income or budget list specifying its nature and
categorized automatically.
Defines the clarifications and opinion for the accounts linked with concluding statements if it is an income or budget
list and link it to the accounts relevant to its appearance in the final lists automatically.
Requests concluding statements if it is an income or budget list during any period.
Processing fees paid in advance with the establishment of records automatically.
Defines unlimited number of funds and dealing with them easily.
Transfers movements between funds and the establishment of records automatically.
Registers issued cashing orders with the possibility of adoption for recording bills of exchange.
Defines receipt sub- bonds books and link them automatically to collectors in order to prevent tampering or theft.
Registers receipt bonds and link them to the reference data that is based upon to facilitate the process of returning
to it, it can also be linked to receipt sub-bonds or collectors with the overall comparisons between the received and
handed to the representative or collector.
Registers receipt and exchange bonds in more than one way to pay cash, checks, or credit cards and transfer
records automatically to each payment method of the linked accounts. Defines
unlimited number of bank loans and link them with related accounts.
Pay the loan automatically to a bank with interest and commissions and transfer records automatically.
The possibility of recording sales invoices, bids, purchase orders, and invoices for purchases of the services
sector.
Determines the budget estimates at the account level or cost center with the possibility of comparing and calculating
the excess ratios and analyze them.
Compares financial periods yearly or monthly or specific periods for accounts and cost and profit centers.
Comprehensive integration with other financial systems like salaries, assets, and other.
Reports financial events or requests approvals or sends the accounts and other assets by SMS.
Business intelligence dashboards.
Smart mobility solutions.
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Cash and Cheques Management system aims to vigorously pursue all banking movements that are
made from deposits, withdrawals, whether in cash or by bank cheques according to the deposit date. It
also facilitates the data query for any cheque through any piece of information may be available for it.
Defines unlimited number of banks and links it to its branches and links the branches to the related accounts.
Determines what accounts are opened in terms of the account type and currency category and other information.
Links all accounts at the branch and bank level with the accounting system.
Defines cheque books disbursed to the account at the branch and bank level in terms of books numbers and
number of papers and cheques numbers for the monitoring and auditing purposes.
Deals with an unlimited number of cheques received and disbursed through the received or disbursed bond screen
and links it to the cheques wallet for each account.
The ability to save a copy of the received or disbursed cheques by using the available archiving tools for the
monitoring and auditing purposes.
Management of bank movements needed through the screens devoted to it with the creation of the accounting
constraint automatically to such as:
Deposit or withdraw cash.
Deposit a cheque immediately.
Collect a check immediately.
Deposit a cheque for collection.
Collect a check for collection.
Withdraw a cheque for collection.
Return a cheque.
Process a returned cheque.
Pay cheques for immediate payment.
Customize any bank movement (transfer, commission, under the debtor, under a creditor, other).
Registers returned cheques and classifies the black list at the level of the withdrawing client or the client who
signed.

Cash & Cheques
Management
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Provides an automatic mechanism for the bank settlement without having to enter data manually.
Provides a mechanism for processing returned cheques in several ways.
The possibility of recording transfer movements between accounts at a single branch or branches or banks level
Links collected and paid cheques with funds.
Manages transferring cheques between funds.
Links collected and paid cheques with sales representatives.
Provides a client reminder service with the date when his\her cheques are due via email or SMS.
Reminds with the due cheques for the company before the due date for the monitoring and auditing purposes.
The ability of automatically printing the cheque through the system.
The possibility of requesting the approval of the authorized signatory (regardless of his whereabouts) to write a
specific cheque via e-mail or SMS and receiving the approval in the same manner and in strict confidence with the
possibility of printing the cheque directly containing your signature tags.
Links all movements with the accounting systems, receivable accounts, payable, and receivable accounts ages.
The possibility of an automated link between the system and the banks to send or receive data automatically and
discreetly.
Business intelligence dashboards.
Smart mobility solutions.
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This system aims to manage customers and suppliers data it deals with to facilitate the retrieval and
following up various matters such as the receivables cash limit, cheques, grace periods to customers
and suppliers, and the personal data of both types. The system aims to manage accounts receivable
controls so that it increases sales rates and collection and reduces the rates of stalled receivables.
Defines the receivable or payable card with adequate data about the client or supplier of personal or
commercial data or archives identity documents belonging to the client or supplier.
Divides the accounts receivable to an unlimited number of categories and in the form of levels.
Classifies receivables to an unlimited number of classifications in terms of importance.
Identifies the limit of the receivables cash or cheques with grace periods.
Sets receivables payment mechanism.
Manages calculation mechanism of the age of debt to cash values, cheques, or cheques to be collected.
Classifies receivables according to the areas for the purposes of analyzing the results and auditing.
Connects the receivables with sales delegates and collectors.
Defines a discount policy for each object or group.
Determines the price categories for each client on the object level.
Follows-up to the debts ages and the dates payments are due.
The possibility to stop dealing with any accounts receivable.
Follows-up amounts due to suppliers and extract their own financial statements.
Follows-up facility limit granted to clients and what exceeded.
Follows-up the customers’ paid and unpaid.
Links with accounting, cheques, sales, and warehouses systems.
Reminder for the outstanding balances and payments via e-mail or SMS.
Business intelligence dashboards.
Smart mobility solutions.

Accounts
Receivable/Payable
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This system works to manage the assets that belong to the facility and follows-up all its actions. It also
follows-up all the movements allowing the management to monitor what is on those assets and
calculates their consumption values.
Defines unlimited number of assets’ sites.
Defines unlimited number of movements that take place on the assets; so that the movement and its variables are
set dynamically.
Determines the characteristics of assets that serve in determining the effectiveness of the asset for the facility.
Classifies assets among various groups so that each group contains fields and special features according to the
type of the asset.
Provides special identification card containing detailed information of the asset.
The possibility of defining the asset manually.
The possibility of defining the asset through a warehouse material card.
The possibility of defining the asset through the assets’ purchases bills.
Gives a sub-sequence for each asset’s card.
Defines the asset’s components so that the sub-components of the assets are defined.
Easily entering assets that have been consumed in the system through the assets’ records.
Screens for asset’s records; migrating them leads to the formation of assets cards automatically.
Deals easily with the asset in case of buying assets; the system migrates the assets to temporary asset.
The process of migrating assets to temporary asset card leads to the formation of the permanent asset card
automatically.
Records for proving the entrusted assets to employees.
Records for evacuating the entrusted assets from employees.
The possibility of recording the asset’s data when using it through the movements of assets; it migrates the
necessary accounting record.
The possibility of transferring the asset from out of service into the service, which affects its consumption value.
The possibility of moving the asset from one site to another and transferring warrants as well.
The possibility of selling the asset, whether in profit or loss and registering the sale and
creating the accounting entry automatically.
Provides special movements for destroying assets with all their details.

Fixed Assets
Management

Allows setting the expenses when using the asset through the movements.
The possibility of re-evaluating the asset in case the management of the enterprise wanted to do so, whether the
asset is being destroyed or not.
Calculates the monthly consumption of the assets and this consumption can be cancelled if necessary.
Locates any asset and its custodian.
Easy to know the number of fixed assets in general or to a specific group.
Deals with all of the assets and all their movements and tracking them through the barcode of each asset.
Links with accounting, procurement, and warehousing systems.
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This system is created for the immediate follow-up of all action, movement, functional, administrative,
structural, and regulatory statements. It provides a mechanism for creating training courses, evaluating
employees, and automatic job replacement procedure, which helps to increase productivity and reduce
the time and speed up the work mechanism according to a specific and organized work nature based
on fixed criteria.
Defines the organizational and managerial structure and job titles.
Determines the job description for each job title in details.
Defines unlimited number of administrative procedures.
Identifies the format of the official statements and links them with templates.
A special record for employment requests with the availability of more than one mechanism to fill the application
form.
Provides a mechanism to study the employment applications in terms of the applications that has been viewed, or
any regard to the applicant.
Provides a mechanism to follow-up interviews with the applicant.
Provides a mechanism to follow-up examinations submitted by the applicant.
The ability to archive the applicant’s documents automatically and directly.
Places recommendations for the employment committee on the employment application.
Provides a special card for the employee that contains all the detailed data.
Follows-up the employee’s data in details, such as: academic information, practical experiences, training courses,
professional certifications, languages, and others.
Intensive follow-up on the employees whose health certificate has expired and providing a historical record with
the renewal actions.
Manages the assets entrusted with the employees.
A record of the financial procedures pertaining to the employee linked to the relevant official statements.
A record with the employee’s data related to the employment office.
Special records to follow-up sponsors and affiliates with the management of their stay and the necessary
documents.
A special record to follow-up employees or affiliates who ended their stay and providing a historical record with the
renewal actions.

Human Resources
Management
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A special record for managing the health insurance system for employees in terms of insurance level, coverage,
and others and providing a record for renewal actions.
A system for employees’ evaluation process.
Easily job title modification of the employee considering the actions associated with it.
Manages the employee’s transfers and assignments.
The ability to modify the employment rank and the employee status in a flexible manner.
A special record for procedures concerning social security for employees.
Provides a system for following-up training courses in terms of accredited training centers and scheduling sessions.
Follows-up training courses expenses and calculates the cost of the course.
Provides a system to manage all types of vacations and dynamically creating vacations types.
Classifies vacations and links them to concerned employees within the variables that belong to such vacation such
as the number of years of experience, gender, job title, and others.
Provides a flexible mechanism to process the vacation request (manual, e-mail, website, SMS).
Follows-up vacation requests in a flexible manner where an email is sent to the direct manager to request a
vacation and notifying the employee of the approval automatically and in the same way as the vacation request.
Manages the vacation balance in terms of initial balance and consumed balance during the year.
Classifies leaves and links them to concerned employees within the variables that belong to such leave such as
the number of years of experience, gender, job title, and others.
Provides a flexible mechanism to process the leave request (manual, e-mail, website, SMS).
Follows-up leave requests in a flexible manner where an email is sent to the direct manager to request a leave and
notifying the employee of the approval automatically and in the same way as the leave request.
Manages the leaves balance in terms of initial balance and consumed balance during the year.
Provides a system for monitoring the travel and airline tickets given to the employee and his/her companions in
terms of class, number of flights, and the number of tickets.
Links with accounting, payroll, attendance control, and other systems.
Business intelligence dashboards.
Smart mobility solutions.
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The payroll system manages and ensures proper follow-up to all the employee’s different financial
movements since the beginning of appointment and until the end of the service, including end of service
gratuity calculated according to the different laws of companies. Also it follows up employees’ loans and
advances as a supporting and integrated system with salaries to facilitate monitoring the employees’
financial matters.
Follows-up employees’ basic salaries data.
The ability of defining several types of salaries (monthly, daily, private) and disbursed according to its type.
The ability of distributing salaries components to different cost centers.
Classifies currency units to pay cash salaries.
Manages the calculation of the daily working hours, the number of annual salaries, overtime, and other constants.
Manages the calculation of the salary tax segments, the number of salary months, exemptions values, and other
constants.
Follows-up annual increases and salary adjustments for employees.
Follows-up all different types of bonuses and update them depending on the variables and management decisions.
Defines unlimited number of bonuses with a dynamic mechanism for calculating the premium.
Defines unlimited number of deductions with a dynamic mechanism for calculating the deduction.
Manages overtime calculation variables and Defines unlimited number of types of overtime.
Defines unlimited number of financial movements added or subtracted from the salary.
Follows-up information on tax exemptions for employees.
Calculates additional salaries in the event of their existence according to the internal rules.
Calculates income tax and social security automatically according to applicable laws and free variables depending
on the country rules.
Migrates accounts for the employee issued by the sales system automatically.
Issues salary slips for employees.
Follows-up the salaries that are transferred to the banks.
Electronic connection with the bank from where salaries are transferred.
Issues tax and social security reports automatically.
Fills out government forms for salaries automatically.
Issues the employee’s discharge report automatically.
Follows-up workers and day laborers wages.
Alerts employees with the financial movements and payroll issuance by e-mail or SMS.
Links with accounting, human resources, and other systems.

Payroll System
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This system follows-up employees’ attendance in all aspects of the presence, absence, and leaves. It
also provides multiple techniques for control through manual entry of the movements or electronic
connection with the different working hours, giving the facility consistent monitoring for all staff, regardless
of the location.
Defines unlimited number of employees.
Defines unlimited number of working hours.
Defines unlimited number of working hours actions.
A special screen to control working hour settings dynamically.
Deals with the files resulted from the working hour, regardless of the structure of the file.
Links with one working hour or more automatically.
Links with the working hours found in distant locations from the site database in several ways.
The possibility of dealing with handheld devices in recording working hours actions.
Deals with an unlimited number of shifts.
Builds employees work schedule easily.
Flexible movement between the shifts for the employee or schedule a shift for another period of time.
The possibility of recording working hours actions manually.
Links with both the human resources and salaries systems.
Direct connection with leave requests and holidays.
Deals with more than one location for a working hours record linked with cost centers.
Adjusts working hours with departments, sections and sites linked to employees in these departments and sections.
The possibility of recording working hours actions of various kinds through SMS.

Time Attendance
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This system aims to ensure strong management and control over the warehouses by selectingthe
optimal quantities for storage and follow up the movement of materials in a manner guaranteed to
provide the best service and reach the desired profit. The warehouse management system follows up
an unlimited number of materials and the same is the number of sub-warehouses and storage areas. It
deals with different exchange units of materials during reception, storage, and delivery. The most
important features that provide user-friendly, easy, and flexible usage of the system:
Defines unlimited number of warehouses.
Deals with an unlimited number of groups levels.
Defines unlimited number of measurement units of the material and measurement sub-units.
Defines unlimited number of levels to locations within the warehouse.
Defines unlimited number of levels to substances groups.
Allocates an unlimited to the material specifications and its properties such as color, height and temperature.
Defines materials card through a single screen to facilitate using its data.
Automatic material storage in all warehouses, or in a specific warehouse.
Links warehouses and the central database regardless of the sites places.
Uses the latest wired and wireless technology services available to deal with the quantities of substances entering
and leaving the warehouse.
Classifies materials in terms of usage nature as warehouse material or services.
Classifies materials in terms of being dangerous or not.
Links the material with an unlimited number of alternative materials.
Defines unlimited number of symbols of the same substance.
Defines suppliers in general and links materials with their suppliers.
Controls the manner of calculating the cost of each item (average cost, first inside first outside).
Links materials with related images.
Links materials with their manual.
Determines the order quantities of material at a lower or higher limit.
Determines the amount of security that must be provided for materials.
Defines unlimited number of the materials prices.

Warehouses
Management
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Classifies ready-made materials (aggregate) in terms of their component quantity and price.
Provides bonds to dissemble or assemble ready-made materials (aggregate).
Works with the periodic inventory and perpetual inventory.
Links with accounting systems, sales, assets, procurement, production, and others.
The possibility of dealing with materials in terms of the expiry date and batch numbers if they are in balances or
movements.
Enters the materials’ opening balances easily and in a number of ways if it was manual or linked with external
assistance devices.
Identifies special committees of the inventory for the monitoring and auditing purposes.
Enters the physical inventory for several inventory teams in many ways, whether manual or linked with external
assistance devices.
Compares the physical inventory with the system inventory to identify gaps.
Provides adding or subtracting bonds to fix the inventory differences with stated reasons.
The ability to inventory and entering it at the material level as a whole or expiry date or batch number.
Links with the load materials system and calculating the size and capacity of materials and connect them with the
fleet system.
Provides warehouse bonds such as attachment, input, output, damage, subtraction, addition, etc..
Provides reminder services for the materials that reached the limit of demand or that have exceeded their expiry
date.
Analytical information of the materials movements, gross and detailed in a graph.
Links with sales system and representatives’ movements and sales distribution system.
Reports the events concerning the movements of warehouses or warnings by SMS.
Business intelligence dashboards.
Smart mobility solutions.
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This system aims to follow up purchase orders with delivery times and cost. It also provides a
comprehensive analysis of prices, discounts, and the performance of suppliers. It forms an essential
and a comprehensive input for the materials management system in warehouses.
Defines unlimited number of suppliers and all their details.
Archives documents related to the supplier automatically and directly.
Determines the required documents from each supplier for each subject separately.
A comprehensive definition of the clearance and customs terms.
Classifies shipping terms and destinations.
Defines insurance types, payment terms, and delivery terms.
Classifies purchase officials and links them to materials and system users.
Defines unlimited number of expenses types.
Defines unlimited number of purchase order follow-up tracks.
Provides a screen for internal applications for each section separately.
Follows-up purchasing internal applications through a separate screen.
Classifies required materials in terms of availability, approval, or partial approval.
Transfer internal applications of approved materials and amounts to the materials request from the warehouses.
Determines procurement committees for materials requests.
Follows-up materials requests through a separate screen that determines materials and required quantities.
Provides a system to get information on prices offers from suppliers in general.
Provides a system to get prices offers from suppliers in general.
Provides a mechanism for comparing prices offers from suppliers based on: the lowest price, discount, delivery
date, and others.
Filters the offers that have been compared automatically, which allows transferring final prices offers into purchase
order automatically.
The ability to processing proposed purchase orders based on the consumed quantities or from purchases plan or
others automatically.
Provides a mechanism to follow-up purchase requests in terms of materials control and required quantities priced.
The ability to transfer the purchase request automatically to a purchase order.
Provides all related information on the purchase order such as materials, quantities, prices, and others.

Purchases
Management
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Determines the shipping conditions related to a purchase order.
Provides all related information on the purchase order such as materials, quantities, prices, and others.
Determines the shipping conditions related to a purchase order.
Identifies information and sizes of containers on the purchase order.
Identifies insurance information on the purchase order.
Links the purchase order with the supplier invoices and their values and due date.
Links the purchase order with the supplier payments, their dates, and financial transactions associated with them.
Links the purchase order with all clearance expenses.
Links the purchase order with the customs statement and values.
Links the purchase order with any other expenses and classifies them in terms of cost.
Links the purchase order with tracking paths according to date.
Links the purchase order with the paid tax values.
Archives documents related to the purchase order automatically and directly.
Direct purchase order through the financial movements associated with it.
Provides a reception bonds for materials from a purchase order in multiple parts or entirely on the level of the
material or the amount of a specific material.
Provides a mechanism to follow-up the received quantities and materials from purchase orders or more with
explaining the required quantities, received amounts, and the remaining quantities.
Links reception bonds with their material expenses and their impact on the new cost.
Provides a mechanism to stop the internal applications or close materials requests or close purchase orders in a
flexible manner.
The ability to alert and remind of the purchase order dates by e-mail or SMS automatically.
Links with the accounting, warehouses, and other systems.
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The sales system aims to provide cash handling easily and accurately for customers’ direct sales by
dealing with various types of payments in cash or receivables in local or foreign currencies; it also
provides a flexible mechanism for discounts, pricing, and continuous or seasonal offers.
Additionally, it provides a precise mechanism for monitoring and controlling granted receivables.
Defines unlimited number of prices types.
Defines unlimited number of customer categories and their levels.
Dynamically defines ongoing and seasonal discounts and offers.
Connects customers with their own prices categories.
Provides a reception mechanism to sales requests for customers (local or export).
Provides multiple ways to receive applications: manually, distribution sales representatives, electronic applications,
or others.
Provides a follow-up system for delivery orders and scheduling delivery dates.
Creates continuous or seasonal offers dynamically and links the pricing and discounts mechanism on the client,
group, or material level and selecting free quantities within a specific period or within specific amounts.
Provides reservation bonds for sold or to be reserved materials.
Provides a dynamic screen to follow-up customer’s sales requests so as to ensure controlling the maximum
receivable granted to the client (cash, cheques). It also provides information on the customer’s balances, grace
periods, and the cheques’ values (collected, to be collected). It includes information on sales returns belonging to the
customer and whether he/she is within the black list or not, accordingly decide to conduct the sale process.
Direct transfer of the approved sales request to the sales invoice.
Provides unlimited number of payment methods.
Provides a mechanism to monitor the outstanding, unpaid, or partly paid invoices.
Follows-up lost sales (quantity, material) through designated screens.
Provides a mechanism to control returned sales (quantity, price) where the amount or material is not returned that
is not sold to the customer at all.
Full control on the customers’ sales movements who exceeded their receivables during the preparation of the
sales receipt only after obtaining the necessary approvals.
Provides a follow-up system to sales orders on samples and identifying necessary actions to prepare the sample.
A special record for evaluating customers and their reactions on delivered samples for the monitoring and auditing
purposes.
Provides analysis screens of sales at the client, representative, group, area, and material level.
Links with accounting, warehouses, receivables, and other systems.
Provides a mechanism to notify the customer about offers and discounts by email or SMS.

Sales & Marketing
Management
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This system aims to manage the points of sale the facility regardless of its location and number.
This system can be customize based on the areas of the facility and its activities whether it is a shop, a
pharmacy, a restaurant, or participation center such as children’s villages and sports clubs where the
system is characterized by flexibility in use to speed up the sales process through points of sale.
Works on an unlimited number of points of sale.
Compatible with all types of billing printers and touch screens.
The possibility to connect with the associated equipment to provide the service, such as scales or other.
Full compatibility with the sale using barcode.
Follows-up external orders and delivery.
Deals with cache funds with all of the procedures.
The possibility to suspend or impound the invoice.
A system for calculating the free points which are given to the customer and deal with it.
Complete management of all forms of payment whether cash or receivables or payment using Credit Cards.
A mechanism for the inventory process of funds cache.
Defines unlimited number of tables for the POS for restaurants.
The possibility of merging or splitting the tables’ receipts.
Knows the status of the table if it is reserved, empty, or taken.
The possibility of using handheld devices to record requests for tables automatically.
Special records of doctors, patients, and insurance companies information regarding the selling points that belong
to the pharmacies.
Deals with the validity date.
Determines the doses of drugs and printing them automatically with receipts.
Knowledge of available alternatives for every treatment, and selecting the alternative during the selling period.
Manages payment mechanism for each insured patient according to their payment coverage.
Special points of sale system for the recreation centers, sports clubs and following-up membership fees.
Defines unlimited number of subscriptions types.
Direct reminder of the membership expiry.
Direct membership renewal through the system.
Prose visits without a subscription.
Prints tickets directly through the system.

Point Of Sale
System

Links with external devices that relate to the system.
Links with accounting, warehouses, and other systems.
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This system aims to manage and follow-up the production process of the ready-made materials. Through
this system, a follow up is done on all requests for production, regardless of their origin; in addition, the
system provides a mechanism for calculating the cost of raw materials and the cost of production of
ready material, which provides precision in the management of production’s cost factors.
Defines unlimited number of production divisions and in several levels.
Defines unlimited number of production stages.
Classifies production destinations for which the ready-made materials are produced on several levels.
Defines unlimited number of machines and connect them with related divisions.
Links the divisions with their production stages and machines; in addition, links the employees with the machines
they work on.
A special card to define ready-made materials pertaining to production.
Defines unlimited number of components of the ready-made materials.
Determines production routes of each material.
Determines the necessary times for the production of ready-made materials and connect them to the level of each
stage or at the level of each machine.
Determines the cost of ready-made materials production and connect them to the level of each stage or at the
level of each machine.
Determines an unlimited number of indirect expenses.
Prepares production plans based on the available dynamic variables.
Provides suggested production orders based on the quantities of materials consumption.
Constructs production orders based on several variables such as: request for suggested production, sales request,
samples request, or others.
Provides a special screen to follow up production requests to be approved, rejected, or approved a specific
amount.
Easily knowing the production orders with their quantities and details that have been approved.
Provides a flexible mechanism for the production orders scheduling process that have been approved.
Special screen for following-up materials which production have been scheduled with the ability to re-schedule,
confirm, or cancel them.
Provides a mechanism to convert the scheduled material for a specific period to a production order.
Defines unlimited number of status track trails of the production order.
Provides a screen to follow up production orders and select the commands that is the start of manufacturing.
Provides a flexible mechanism to request the raw materials based on the production orders to be manufactured.
Manages raw materials that are received from the main warehouses.

Manufacturing
Management
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Provides a mechanism to keep track of received materials so as to limit the received, required, and remaining
quantities.
Provides a mechanism to follow up the delivery and distribution of raw materials to the sections and stages.
Manages production orders that allow the user to know if the following is at the order, stage, machine, or material
level:
The status of the production order.
The current path for the production order.
Received quantities.
Consumed quantities.
Lost quantities.
Damaged quantities.
Time spent.
Time lost.
Dynamic allocation of any information that can be obtained through the production order.
Provides a mechanism for receiving the ready-made materials quantities.
The possibility of knowing the received raw materials and comparing them with the received ready-made amounts
and extracting the differences for the follow-up and audit purposes.
The possibility to track the production of any material directly and immediately.
Links with the accounting, warehousing, sales and other systems.
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This system aims to manage the workflow on various systems in a way that allows management and
users to work on the automation of the movements and make them as one. It can track the progress of
those movements where the aim of this trace is to reduce errors and delays and increase production and
thereby achieve harmony based on the level of one movement and enhance the existing systems value.
Links with the approvals system.
Creates an unlimited number of approvals and movements that fall within the workflow.
Links an unlimited number of users with every movement and its workflow.
Links with the system users and their permissions.
Intensive management to the sequence of the workflow based on the level of movement or event.
Ensures a high level of professionalism and confidentiality through the workflow system.
Links with the alarm and reminder mechanism through the system.
Helps in customizing the workflow methods at the individual level in the establishment and decision-making.
Maintains the confidentiality and privacy of the individuals’ positions in the establishment without any violations.
Helps in merging the individuals’ roles and positions within the establishment.
Manages and monitors the production processes in the establishment for continuous effectiveness.
Helps in reducing the decentralization in decision-making within the establishment.
Helps in dividing the facility into several administrative stations.
Strengthens the value of the announced decisions to be considered as the solving decisions.
The ability to customize applying the system on any event or movement associated with other systems.
Links with all involved systems.
Business intelligence dashboards.
Smart mobility solutions.

Workflow
Management
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This system aims to follow up technical problems that occur on the devices and machinery in the facility
or the ones that are sold by the facility and subject to warranties or maintenance contracts so that the
system runs starting when reporting the problem by the employee or the customer until the issue is
resolved.
Defines the clients with all their details in a special card.
Defines technicians who carry out maintenance work.
Defines the sub-distributors of the equipment for the follow-up purposes.
A special record for equipment and machinery owned or sold by the facility with the possibility of linking with the
warehouse system.
Provides a special record to receive maintenance requests by employees or the clients.
Schedules the requests that are received at the time of the technician’s availability.
Follows up the maintenance process until its completion through a detailed report.
The possibility of using handheld devices to follow up maintenance work automatically.
Comprehensive manages for spare parts that are added or replaced.
Comprehensive manages for the type of maintenance work whether it is subject to bail, specific fee, or others.
A special screen for customers to evaluate the provided service for the monitoring and auditing purposes.
Integrated interdependence between accounting systems, warehouses, and others systems.
Automatic reminder for the client or technician with the maintenance schedule by e-mail or SMS.
Business intelligence dashboards.
Smart mobility solutions.

Maintenance
Management
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This system follows-up projects that belong to the facility in terms of the required project specifications,
submitted bids, project cost, and project expenses which helps to figure out the results on the subject of
loss and profit.
Defines unlimited number of projects and classifies them into several levels.
A special record with the entire tender’s content or project requirements.
Defines project requirements in terms of needed materials, services, consulting, and documentation.
A mechanism for pricing the project based on the necessary materials, services, and consulting.
A mechanism to calculate needed quantities for the project and its sections.
Identifies the rejection reasons for the project through the special screens for the monitoring and auditing purposes.
Provides a card to define the project’s data in all its technical, financial, and other details.
Manages project’s financial expenses through movements’ expenses screens for the project.
Divides the project into main sections and subsections (project sections).
Determines the required quantity for each section of the project separately.
A system to follow-up received, disbursed, and remaining amounts for each section.
Provides a system to follow-up each department’s expenses separately, with the ability to know the expenses
details or total.
A mechanism to control the assets given to workers or employees like tools or materials.
A mechanism to monitor employees or workers in each project or each section separately.
The ability to manage materials and expenses movements using handheld devices.
Coherence and compatibility between projects and their sections and major warehouses in the establishment.
A mechanism to deal with received materials from the supplier and distributes them between projects and their
sections.
Links between projects and their sections and financial cost centers.
A mechanism for assessing the readiness of projects and commitment to deliver projects and their sections on
time.
Provides analytical statements for the purposes of comparison between the required delivery dates, actual dates,
delays, and early delivery.
The ability of closing the project or a specific section so as to not register the expense or deliver an amount of what
has been closed.
Provides a mechanism to determine the total amounts received and spent on the project for the inventory and
auditing purposes.

Projects
Management

Provides a mechanism to figure out the total expenses paid on the project for the monitoring and auditing purposes.
The ability to follow-up the project’s due payments for the facility.
Links with accounting, warehouses, and other systems.
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This system is designed primarily to follow-up and manage schools and instruction facilities in all aspects
of acceptance, registration, financial management, grades, teachers, attendance and absence, libraries
management, cafeteria management, vehicles and buses management, free activities management, and
supporting studies, which provides an integrated link with all parts and procedures of the established.
The system also provides specific features to facilitate communication between parents, establishment,
and students in the respective system.
Defines unlimited number of schools, stages, grades, and divisions.
Determines the structural composition of the school in terms of buildings, floors, and rooms and connecting them
with the classes and divisions.
Determines the capacity of each classroom and linking it to the registration process.
Adoption of a detailed registration card for the student includes all personal, academic, skills, historical, and other
data.
Give every family a custom code to make it easier to follow-up processes.
Archives documents relating to the student and keeps them for easy retrieval later.
Keeps the student’s historical record prior to registration in terms of schools that he/she attended and the grades.
Records the student’s movements among divisions.
A special record for the student to manage disabilities, skills, and medical conditions which belong to the student
and deal with them confidentially.
Manages students’ treatments through a system that manages the school clinic, students, reviewers, and
procedures that happened.
Defines special discounts mechanism for the school in all its branches as siblings discount or orphans and other
discounts.
Determines the pricing mechanism for each class separately.
Manages the sale of books through linking between the classroom and the books related to it, in addition to linking
the warehouses system.
Manages the sale of school uniforms through linking between the size of the student and the proper attire, in
addition to linking the warehouses system.
Comprehensive management of the amounts owed by the student and the payments received.
The possibility of analyzing what a parent owe according to each student or assembled as a contingency owed or
received payments.
Links the school revenue through a receivable bond with an unlimited a number of cost centers and several levels
for the purposes of analyzing revenue.

Schools
Management
Application

Defines the pricing mechanism for transportation categories and links it to the student.
Integrated link with the accounting system.
Defines school days during the academic year.
A record for the students’ attendance in terms of the date of absence, the number of days and number of classes
the student missed.
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Sorts students who exceeded the allowed maximum number of days of absence.
Defines unlimited number of teachers with all their personal, academic qualifications, specialties, and professional
and practical experiences data.
Defines special structural times quotas and rest periods for each class dynamically to suit the requirements of
international regulations.
Determines the course schedule and variables that relate to the teacher in terms of quotas and other.
Links the teacher with materials and classes that he/she is responsible of.
Creates the weekly class schedule automatically through the system and depending on the required variables.
Defines unlimited number of materials and exams for each class separately dynamically.
Determines the structure of the exam materials in terms of the lowest or maximum mark of success.
Defines any other marks for the assessment purposes or calculation of average or behavior such as participation,
and others.
A special record to enter students grades for materials and exams in several forms.
Calculates the final grades for a material or the final average for the student and links them to a special system for
the issuance of certificates to be printed.
Comprehensive management of the school library in terms of books classification with an unlimited number of
classifications.
A full record of the process to loan books and return them with a special record of the book’s condition.
A record of the procedures that happen on the book such as purchase, sale, destruction, maintenance and others.
Provides an easy and quick mechanism to learn the whereabouts of the book in the library and locate it.
Provides an integrated system to manage the school’s cafeteria.
Manages the payment method for the student purchases from the cafeteria in cash, subscription, coupons, prepaid
cards and receivable accounts.
Links the cafeteria system with accounting systems and warehouses.
Provides a system to manage the free activities and supporting studies.
Controls scheduling free activities, supporting studies in terms of dates and absorptive capacity.
Links the income and expenses of free activities and supporting studies with the accounting system and cost
centers.
Provides a system to manage bus tours and the distribution of students within specific categories of transportation.
Links the tours management system, fleet system, admission system, registration and accounting system.
Provides a mechanism to find out the whereabouts of students and counting their numbers automatically.
Links with the school system without having to re-enter the data again.
Provides a reminder mechanism by e-mail or SMS to the following:
The absence of the student.

Registering exam marks.

To recall the dates of the examinations.

The results of the examinations.

Homework assigned to students.

Dates of departure or delay with the bus tours.

Student participation in their events.

Customize any reminder.
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This system organizes and archives documents and private and public files at the level of individuals,
groups, or institutions. It also provides a set of tools that help in speeding up communication between
system users such as messages system, conversation system, notepad system, and other tools.
Easy to deal with.
Permissions system for all files and folders.
Each user has his/her folders and files.
Shares files and documents with others.
Encryption system and internal file zipping as the user needs.
The ability to create a backup copy of the documents and retrieve it easily.
Provides own favorite for each user to put the documents he/she uses continuously.
Easily retrieve required documents using different ways to search, with the ability to use more than one formula to
search. Example: determine the date with the sender and the receiver.
The ability to search for file names.
The ability to search for the contents of text files.
A system for copying images from a scanner, so as to add and save the image that have been copied to the archive
or to a user’s computer.
The ability to save a document, set of documents, or even all the documents for each user easily and conveniently.
The system aims to provide office space that is usually consumed to store paper files.
The system aims to provide backup copies of documents in case the originals got damaged as a result of natural
or human factors such as fire, theft, loss of documents, or other atmospheric factors damage.
Easily share documents within and outside the establishment.
Making documents available to view by many people at the same time.
A permissions mechanism to view the documents.
Compatible with all scanners.

Archiving System
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If you are a car owner, you are concerned about the safety of your vehicle! If you manage a fleet of
vehicles, then your concerns go beyond the safety of vehicles to the safety of personal and the customer
satisfaction; “I want to know where my car is!” or “I want to know the status of the semi” does this sound
like you? If so, ACIS has the answer! With ACIS GIS management suite, you can easily and from the
convenience of your desktop monitor your vehicle, not just which, you can even start or stop the vehicle
remotely!
ACIS is dedicated to help you monitor any mobile vehicle through a sophisticated, second generation
GPS tracking functionality; a small – non intrusive – hardware is installed on the vehicle and that’s it!
Afterwards, the management suite shall:
Allow you to connect and monitor to vehicle cabin voices/sounds
Allow you to view critical information regarding your vehicle
Manage up to 200 vehicles per a single receiver unit
Start the ignition, monitor gas status, monitor speed, turn off the engine in a click of a button
Setup alarms automatically and trigger SMS messages upon the occurrence of any of the pre-defined alarm
conditions.

Who can benefit from it
Anyone who desires to manage his/her car and make sure of its safety at all times (even in case of theft)
Manage a transportation service (Taxi service, Bus service)
Manage service transportation ( Trailer delivery service, Trucking, International transportation
Car rental offices
Government sectors(s)

How it works
By installing a small-sized hardware component to the vehicle and connecting it to the proper channels,
a receiver is placed at the dispatcher(s) site(s) – manage u p to 200 vehicles on one receiver – and a
small amount of configuration for the system to properly work.

Main Features
Remotely manage your car Meaning that you could manage your vehicle and query information
regarding the running operation and data of a managed vehicle such as:

Tracking system

Turn on the ignition
Turn off the car
Lock the doors
Unlock the doors (in case of forgotten keys)
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Vehicle Location through GPS: Know where your vehicle is at any time! Utilizing the built-in (free)
Google ™ maps, in other words, you can monitor your car as its navigating the way to the destination

Listen and Talk: Listen to what’s going on inside the cabin of your car, and engage the conversation!
Lowering costs of communication and or re-routing information Flexible Method of communication:
Whether you would-like to use GPRS technology or the plain SMS messaging (the first used for lesser
transactions than the later) with the capability to query the SIM balance.

Manage Alarms: ACIS GIS management suite extends the functionality of auto-alarm features! The
following list outlines the main features of managing alarms:
Safe Zone alarm / Geographical Fence: The user could easily define a geographical location as a “safe
zone” once the vehicle moves outside the boundary of safe zone, the system alerts the owner/manager
of the movement. The difference between the zone and the fence is that the fence is bigger in range to
include an entire city or a region.

Anti Theft alarm: Should the vehicle door(s) be opened while the vehicle is in protection zone activated,
the alarm is activated and the user is notified through SMS messages Parking Report: Easily view the
amount of time the managed vehicle was parked! The report is viewed in minutes.

Over speed: Easily receive a report should the vehicle exceed a particular speed limit Power Settings:
Receive an alarm should the battery power level drops and/or the battery cable(s) are cut – usually
means an attempted theft.

Tow Alarm: Should the car be towed away, the system could immediately alarm the admin
SOS: Should the passenger(s) or driver feel at risk, they can easily send SOS requests to the admin/
dispatch for prompt notifications of authorities

Business intelligence dashboards.
Smart mobility solutions.
Development according to customers requirements.
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Unwire your employees, customers, and partners with proven, highly-rated mobile solutions from a
company you can trust. ACIS one of the best vendors that can provide you with complete, end-to-end
software solutions that mobilize your entire organization. Each of our mobile solutions is best of breed
and smartly integrated – you can start with what you need now, and scale up as your business grows.
Secure and control your mobile devices, content and apps with scalable enterprise mobility management.
Transform your business with state-of-the-art mobile apps for your workforce, customers, and partners.
Use a single, unified mobile platform for all your employee, consumer, and partner app needs.

Mobile Applications
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ACIS provide advanced technical E solutions across a wide range of disciplines. All our e solutions are
designed to integrate into the existing infrastructure, independent of the incumbent manufacturer. Also
we can providing (hosting, web design, E commerce solutions, E business applications and any custom
E solution.
e Software Solutions is not just about finding solutions, it is all about going an extra mile to transform
your intellectual vision into a reality. Creating right solution isn›t our only goal, but assisting you in its
successful implementation is our major focus. We have variety of techniques that help us determine
what your users need. e Software Solutions leaves no stone unturned to meet your requirements as an
organization - making it easy.

To support your urgency for online success, e Software Solutions offers creative excellence in ACIS.

Domains Hosting
Web Design
Social Medial Management
E Commerce

E solutions
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When you hear the term RFID used today it most commonly refers to the burgeoning business application
for managing and tracking supply chains, especially in the materials, manufacturing, and retail industries.
The supply chain business objective is to use RFID technology to not only take the just-in-time inventory
concept to its next performance level but to support additional information functions ... from streamlining
the product recall process and reducing theft and fraud, to further improving the type and quantity of
product marketing information.

Retail Management
RAID System

Retail Solutions

Warehouses Solutions

Healthcare Solutions

Life Stock

Fueling Management System

Production Solutions

Parking Solutions

Customized Solutions
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ACIS products include

eZee BurrP!

Restaurant POS
System

Overview

eZee BurrP! Features

Operation Types

Menu Management
and Item Modiﬁers

Table Reservation
Management

Inventory and Stock
Management

Banquet
Management

Loyalty/Gift Cards

Advanced Reporting

Kitchen Display
System (KDS)

Employee
Management

Notiﬁcation via
SMS & Email

Back Oﬃce
Operations

System Access
Controls

Back to All Features

Operation Types
Dine In, Take Away, Delivery and Room Service
With our fully featured restaurant management software, it will become a
straightforward task to manage customer payments based on their order
type. So whether its Dine-In, Take Away, Home Delivery or Room Service, we
add ﬂexibility and convenience to whatever you do.

Receipt features to split, merge and reprint take away
receipts.

Dine In
• View live table status with GUI representation of ﬂoor plan..
• Ability to toggle table status for reserved, occupied, vacant,
unsettled, unclean and more.
• Quick View of reservation list, waiting list, KOT list and receipt list.
• Void options allow to you to void KOT, Items and receipts.
• Allocate speciﬁc table to a waiter for serving.

Room Service
• Ability to access guest database from your PMS and charge
directly to the guests’ room.
• Credit limit can be easily set in the Restaurant POS for in
house guest.
• Settlement options for directing or post to the guests’ room.

Delivery
Caller ID interface available enabling restaurant identify

Route driver as per the order and track status.
Fetch location of customer address with built in map.

Menu Management & Item Modiﬁers
Thinking about menu management? Go no further because eZee restaurant software allows
creating as many as menus depending on the food and beverage.

What do I get with Menu Management and Item Modiﬁers?
• Categorize items according to menu group and menu sub group.
• Create and save diﬀerent menu for breakfast, lunch, dinner or
any other session.
• Create various combos by adding modiﬁer items.
• Add up to 5 diﬀerent rates to an item for inventory tracking.
• Set diﬀerent rates for dine in, delivery, take away and room
service.
• Create and save recipes which displays the raw material and
ingredient used per recipe.
• Set diﬀerent tax rates to diﬀerent items.

Back to All Features

Table Reservation Management
Get the ﬂexibility of reserving the table by seeing a
complete picture of your restaurant’s ﬂoor.

What do I get with Table Reservation Management?
• Easy and quick table reservation with dine in view
• Queue management highlights the tables which are being waited
• Be in line with the in-process transactions

Inventory and Stock Management
The sophisticated inventory and stock management

What can I do with Inventory and Stock

module of eZee restaurant software lets you eﬃciently

management feature?

manage the stock, decrease wastage and track items. It
keeps you up to date with the inventory levels and see the
ﬂuctuating demands in your store, allowing for better cost
saving decisions.

• Real-time inventory and ingredient tracking.
• Set minimum stock and maximum stock.
• Initiate transfer between diﬀerent sub stores or departments
from the main store.
• Update stock rates according to last
purchase/average/weighted average.
• Deﬁne user authorization rights for issuing/purchasing of stock
items.
• Track and maintain intermediate and manufacturing items.
• Detailed reports highlighting waste/damage items.
• Automatic update in stock and inventory as per consumption .

Back to All Features

Back Oﬃce Operations
How will I be able to manage the back oﬃce task?

eZee BurrP! helps you perform various

Through eZee's restaurant POS you can get your daily

operations such as:

share on your business insights with various reports like

• Night audit / Day close

transactions report, inventory reports, audit trails and

• Maintain daily miscellaneous sales and expenses

more in one quick motion.

• Maintain dedicated ledger accounts

Advanced Reporting
Get access to advance set of reports which cover sales, purchases,
inventory, proﬁt and loss statements, etc. which can be generated on daily,
weekly, monthly, quarterly, semi-annually and annually basis.
What are the diﬀerent types of report I can get with this system ?
• More than 200 reports in the system gives a 360 degree view of the establishment.
• Transaction report gives transaction details taking place from the POS system
• The gift card report will show you a report of all the gift cards used
• The banquet report will show you the complete analysis of banquet bookings
• Void transaction report gives details of all the voided transaction with the user details
• If you require any other speciﬁc report, we can customize the report for you

Back to All Features

Managerial Reports
Dedicated to the managers and hotel owners, the managerial reports gives you a quick glance
on the property's current status along with detailed analysis about total income, income source
expenses and more helping to analyze proﬁting sources of income along with insights to guest
moment and guest behaviour.
Giving you further edge on user and hotel guests you can get various detailed reports like:
• Payments - All the payment accepted and executed
• Taxes - All the taxes collected, paid and due
• Audit & Void - Indicating details on current audits and void orders
• Sales Summary - At glance report on income and expenditure
• City Ledger Register - Particularities about associated corporate accounts

eZee iReport
A Mobile App For POS Reports
Providing you with a unique opportunity to not be
glued to your desktop, eZee's Mobile App for POS
reports will allow you to receive summarized reports
various restaurant operations right on your mobile
phone.

Back to All Features

Notiﬁcation via SMS & Email
The notiﬁcation module allows you to send out
important notiﬁcations via SMS and email such as
services oﬀered at your establishment or notifying
management with daily reports and updates.

What kind of notiﬁcation will I get?
• Conﬁrmation notiﬁcation for table reservation.
• Banquet reservation notiﬁcation.
• Notiﬁcation to head oﬃce/management of daily reports
and other updates.
• Receive feedback related notiﬁcation.

Back to All Features

System Access Controls
At eZee, we completely understand the importance of
providing diﬀerent access to users as per user hierarchy.
What are the processes that are included in the system?
• Oﬀer access rights as per user role and user hierarchy
• Maintain audit trails and voids
• Maintain user activity log

We take care of your hotel’s security, thus, we
provide an option of controlled IP access. That
means, you can restrict the access to your PMS
based of the IP addresses you chose, so no one
can access your PMS outside your property.

Back to All Features

Banquet Management
If your hotel hosts regular events, the Banquet
Management Module is a perfect for running all your
banquet related operations.
What do I get with Banquet Management?
• Create diﬀerent themes and sitting arrangement
• Deﬁne speciﬁc package and buﬀet according to event
requirement.
• Event quotation, catering and menu card deﬁnition.
• Pro-forma for conference packages.
• Group and individual invoicing for diﬀerent events.

Back to All Features

Loyalty/Gift Cards
The built-in loyalty program allows the restaurant to create and process gift cards. Custom
gift cards can be added the restaurant and the point/rewards can be set according to the
preference or requirement.
How is Loyalty card useful to me?
• Create and manage diﬀerent card types like gift, loyalty,
membership and prepaid.
• Create special promotions according to diﬀerent card types.
• Set expiration date for cards and reward points.
• Set formula for reward points/items for diﬀerent card types.
• Set enrollment fee for membership card and also block/unblock
option

Kitchen Display System (KDS)
Your kitchen staﬀ does not need misplaced paper tickets
or badly written hand written notes to decipher.
Regardless of what the order type is, with our restaurant
system software, the kitchen receives the order instantly
in the Kitchen Display System.
How is Kitchen Display System useful to me?
• Authorization/Kitchen/Checker mode.
• View mode for Current, Pending and Order served list.
• Ability to transfer and display menu items according to item
types or menu groups.

Employee Management
eZee’s employee management will empower you with all
the tools for better management of your team and
employee related processes such as:
1.

Managing employee clock in/clock out

2.

Timesheet Management

3.

Leave/Holiday Management

4.

Employee Proﬁling

5.

Shift Management

What all I can do with Payroll Module?
• Maintain employee time attendance with bio-metric system, card
scanners or logging in manually.
• Maintain employee salary list, tax deductions, advance loan payment
or any payment applicable.
• Create and manage employee work schedule, breaks, leave
management, etc.

Third Party Hardware and Software Integration

Fiscal Printer

BOSNIA for
Zimbabwe
POS E [BRIO]
for Latvian

Finger Print
Readers

Weighting Scale

EFP [Incotex] for
Tanzania

WebPOS Fiscal
for Panama

TREMOL_FP_A
URA for Kenya

MetaLink for
Serbia

MetaLink for
Macedonia

FP 2000 100TZ
for Tanzania

SMS
GenSuite

GSM/GPRS Modem

Uptown SMS

Nimbusit SMS

theSMSzone –
ThrillEX Multimedia

Financial
Accounting

Credit Card
Processing

Asiasoft Business
Solutions

Emas

Softex System
Solution

Auto Count SDN
BHD

Intuit Inc

Sierra ODC
Private Ltd.

NAB Credit Card

Sage Software Inc

SlimCD

Perfect Bulk SMS

Screenshots

Seamlessly Integrated Total Hospitality Solutions

Saudi Arabia

Deyant Al Khaif Al Khaleji
Lavender Coffee

Pizza Al Zohur

Lamar See Food

Twlefat Hesa

Khabazi Bakery

Asian Dish

Verotcci Coffe

Yogorino

Quick Trip

See Meal

Back to Index

Asia

Cafe Inn
Cafe Inn

India

Chronicle

India

Coﬀee Break

India

Cuba Baga

India

Palolem Beach Resort
Dibrugarh Gym Khana

India

Farki

India

MOD Lounge

India

Palolem Beach Resort

India

VRG Choco Foods
Pind Balluchi

India

The Chocolate Room

India

VRG Choco Foods

India

Reef Villa

Sri Lanka

Back to Index

Africa

Avanti Restaurants
Ali Barbour's Cave

Kenya

Avanti Restaurants

Kenya

Cafe Arabika

Kenya

Caribou Restaurant

Kenya

Purdy Arms

Kenya

Mikaye Restaurant
Koroga Country Club

Kenya

La Cascina

Kenya

Mikaye Restaurant

The Wet Lounge &
Grill

Kenya

Airport West Hotel

Ghana

Arusha Backpackers

Kenya

Tanzania

Kindoroko Hotel

Tanzania

Americas

Back to Index

Oceania

Refuel Jo Hamilton Vic
Refuel Jo Hamilton Vic

Oceania

Middle East

Sidra Restaurant &
Cafe

Egypt

Back to Index

24/7 Live Support

Live Chat

On-site
Support

Email

Online
Demo

Product
Training

Video
Tutorials

eZee Statistics

13000+

117K+

500+

200+

Happy Clients
Worldwide

Users Of
Software

Third Party
Integrations

Distributors
Worldwide

50+

105

13+

160+

Languages
Supported

Regional Support
Centers

Years In
Industry

Countries

Why eZee
Who are we and what we do?
International Standard Quality Hospitality Solutions

215+

200+
partners

All integrated
solutions

User-friendly
system

Free trial
for testing

350+ third party
integrations

13+

13000+
Clients

Regular enhancements
and customizations

Multi-lingual and
Multi-currency solutions

Back to Index

Try Before you Buy!

Try eZee BurrP! Free for
30 Days
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Call Center Solutions
Call Center Applications for Branches include
Dispatcher CQ

Call Center Applications include
• Point of Sale Call Center
• Call Center Management
• Reports for Call Center

Point of Sale Call Center
POS Call Center is responsible for making orders and transfer them to branches which defined upon
them customer address, through POS CQ the user can define customer address, transfer orders to confirmer screen to confirm the order before sending it to the branch, send orders to the branch in specific
time «promise time». Through POS CQ the user can see the last order the customer has ordered and
can edit or cancel it in case of the order has been made in the open day, and can repeat the last order
as well.

Call Center Solutions
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Call Center Management
Call Center Management application is the connection between the «Call Center» and the «Branch». Through the Call center
Management the customer orders are received from the agents to be confirmed and sent to the branches
to make the order and deliver it to the customers.
One of the most important tasks for Call Center Management application is control the call center in terms of agent
management, customer management and site management . In addition to the user can assign message which represent
Correspondence between Call Center Management and POS CQ and show the update of order status in the branch as wel

Dispatcher CQ
Dispatcher CQ is considered the link between «Call Center and the Branch». Through it the branch can receive
orders which were sent from POS CQ and send them to branch displays» kitchen or packing display» .
Through Dispatcher CQ the user can deliver orders to delivery boys, cancel loading orders from delivery boys
and divide employees «delivery boys» for two groups to facilitate order delivery process. In addi- tion to show
delivery boys report and delivery boys› sales
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• Rx-Care HMIS (Hospital Management Information System) addresses the entire administrative,
financial and medical functional areas of modern Multi-Specialty hospitals. The package enables
improved patient care, patient safety, increase service quality and efficiency and reduced costs. It
provides easy access to critical information, thereby enabling management to make better medical and
financial decisions on time.

• Rx-Care HMIS provides the benefits of streamlining operations, enhanced administration and control,
improved response, cost control and improved profitability.

Benefits
Rx-Care HMIS (Hospital Management Information System) helps in maintaining a totally secured
database of Patients and business information. This information can be available at your fingertips.

Rx-Care HMIS(Hospital Management Information System) helps in improved healthcare delivery
by providing medical personnel with better data access, faster data retrieval, higher quality data and
more versatility in data display.

Rx-Care HMIS (Hospital Management Information System) helps in improving efficiency, both on
the cost and the clinical care perspective. This is achieved by avoiding duplication, repetitions, delays,
missing records and confusions.

Rx-Care HMIS (Hospital Management Information System) helps to force orderliness and
standardization of the patient records and procedures in the health care facilities and increasing accuracy
& completeness of medical records of Patient.

Rx-Care HMIS (Hospital Management Information System) helps in gathering information to meet
management challenges.

Health Care
Management System
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Modules
Master Patient Index “MPI”.

ADT (Admission, Discharge, Transfer).

Emergency.

Out Patient Clinics (All specialties).

Reservation and Patients Appointment (Online).

Medical Records.

Pharmacy and Drug stores.

Drug Directory.

Laboratory Information System»LIS».

Radiology Information System»RIS».

Pathology Lab.

Radiotherapy (Nuclear Medicine).

Operation Theaters.

Order Management.

Nursing Station.

In Vitro Fertilization «IVF»

Intensive Care Unit «ICU».

Blood Bank.

Stem Cell Bank.

Price Lists.

Provider Account.

Service Packages.

Medical Insurance Account.

Patient Billing.

Cashier.

Account Payable and receivable.

Dietary Service.

Physician Account.

Purchasing.

Inventory Management.

General Ledger.

Fixed Assist.

Human Resources.

Time attendance.

Payroll.

Governmental Insurance.

Health Care
Management System
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• Rx-Care CIS Clinics Information System is an integrated set of applications that support and enhance
the entire processes of typical clinic and medical office, allowing all departments and work units to be
able interact efficiently and truly paperless.

Benefits
Manages and schedules patients’ appointments.
Patient Electronic Medical Record (EMR).
Treatment and Medical Order.
Multi-User Management and Security Control.
Digital Image Storing System.
OPD and Document Scan System Support.
Multi-Languages Menu.

Modules
Physician Data.

Medical Data.

Precautions.

Follow up schedules.

Medical Record.

Medical Examination.

Diagnoses.

Operations.

Treatment.

Investigation.

Reservations and appointments.

Statistics and History Reporting System.

User authorities and security.

Health Care
Management System
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• Rx-Care LIS is designed for a wide variety of laboratory environments operating in many scientific
and industrial disciplines.

Benefits
Database Independent & Centralization.
Scalability.
Integration using Component Ware methodology.
Multi-languages System.
Reports that serving most of the needs of the user.
Report Exporting.
Free Text Mode which could be electronically signed by the user.
Bar-code generating and reading through various subsystems.
Archiving that supports image processing and storing technology.

Modules
Test Information.

Master Patient Index «MPI».

Service Request.

Sampling and bar-code printing.

Result entry.

Modality Interfacing.

Medical Record.

Medical Insurance Account.

Patient Billing.

Physician Account.

Cashier.

Inventory Management.

Health Care
Management System
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• Rx-Care RIS Due to recent advances in information technology such as computers and networks,
many medical institutions are interested in installing an intrahospital information system or a radiology
information system (Rx-Care RIS). Such systems provide an integrated environment in which highquality medical services can be provided quickly and efficiently.

Benefits
Integrated billing becomes easier to administer and the payment cycle gets shortened.
Automated claims submission makes billing more efficient.
Integrated patient scheduling ensures smooth running of your business.
Patient medical record now easy to be retrieved.
Detailed financial record keeping improves cash flow.
Electronic access to payers streamlines revenue flow.
DICOM ready to enable the user to store digital images into the system.
Follow global standards of HL7.

Modules

Health Care
Management System

Services and services groups.

Multiple cashier stations and their shifts.

Physicians and physicians accounts.

Clinics and specialties.

Patients registration.

Services registration.

Security system with advanced user roles.

Reporting system over 200 financial reports.
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• Rx-Care PHIS Pharmacy information networks that are accessible to authorized health service
providers at the point of care are an essential component of patient-centric drug information systems
and ultimately more comprehensive health information systems. These networks can enhance patient
health outcomes, patient safety and maximize the efficient use of health care resources.

Benefits
Rx-Care PHIS is a complex computer system that has been designed to meet needs of your pharmacy
or drug store departments. Through the use of such systems, pharmacists can supervise and have
inputs on how medication is used.

Clinical Screening: The Pharmacy Information System can assist in patient care by the monitoring of
drug interactions, drug allergies and other possible medication-related complications.
When a prescription order is entered, the system can check to see if there are any interactions between
two or more drugs taken by the patient simultaneously or with any typical food, any known allergies to
the drug, and if the appropriate dosage has been given based on the patient’s age, weight and other
physiologic factors. Alerts and flags come up when the system picks up any of these.
Prescription Management: Rx-Care PHIS, the orders are matched to available pharmaceutical products
and then dispensed accordingly depending on whether the patient is an inpatient or outpatient.
It is possible to track all prescriptions passed through the system from who prescribed the drug, when it
was prescribed to when it was dispensed. It is also possible to print out prescription labels and instructions
on how medication should be taken based on the prescription.
Inventory Management: Pharmacies require a continuous inventory culture in order to ensure that drugs
do not go out of stock. This is made even more difficult when there are multiple dispensing points. When
done manually it is very difficult to maintain an accurate inventory.

Health Care
Management System
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Rx-Care PHIS aid inventory management by maintaining an internal inventory of all pharmaceutical
products, providing alerts when the quantity of an item is below a set quantity and providing an electronic
ordering system that recommends the ordering of the affected item and with the appropriate quantity
from approved suppliers.

Patient Drug Profiles: These are patient profiles managed by the Rx-Care PHIS and contain details of
their current and past medications, known allergies and physiological parameters. These profiles are
used for used for clinical screening anytime a prescription is ordered for the patient.

Report Generation: Rx-Care PHIS can generate reports which range from determining medication
usage patterns in the hospital to the cost of drugs purchased and /or dispensed.
Interactivity with other systems: It is important that Rx-Care PHIS should be able to interact with other
available systems such as the clinical information systems to receive prescription orders and financial
information system for billing and charging.

Modules
Item card and expiry date control. Bar-Code system.
Client, sub-clients and suppliers accounts.
Checks and banks.
Inventory and sub stores Management.
Purchasing.
Sales and drug dispensing.
Home delivery.
Medical Insurance.
Cash flow and shifts.
Transfer items between stores, and between sub-stores.

Health Care
Management System

Security system, and configuration manager.
Report generator for over 1500 reports.
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A magnificent flexible user-defined hospitality solution that really grows with your business. A fully
integrated front office system, restaurant point of sale, and a complete back office system. The system
supports group and individual reservations, central reservation, multi-property handling, full guest
history, traces & comments, travel agents contracts & rate codes, e-reservation, e-rooming-list direct
entry by tour operators through web interface, automatic routing, allotments & committed reservations,
market segments & source of business analysis, full audit trail.

The solution enables the interfaces with all third parties for all hospitality needs like telephone systems,
house keeping, wakeup calls, pay TV, IP telephony, IP TV & Internet charges, electronic locks, guest
cards with the possibility of applying different credit polices on in-house guests through the utilization of
guest cards on point of sale, F&B full tracing enabling actual food cost calculation when using guest
cards on POS even in all inclusive different patterns. The solution provides all types of required
information, operational, analytical, financial & managerial. Also customized web reports can be executed
automatically and e-mailed from the system on scheduled time plan for pre-defined email lists.

Key Features
Multi Property & Central Reservation handling.
Full Interactive Guest History & Room History Traces & Comments.
On line changes log.
Handling all hospitality features with call account.
Handling guest cards for room charge e-signature & door locks.
Interface with TV Systems, IP Telephony, IP TV.
Internet Charges, and Pay TV.
On-line e-reservation & On-line e-rooming-List entry.
Customized web reporting to be e-mailed automatically through the system on scheduled time plan.
Variable Multi-level chart of accounts.
Multi-currency with automatic currency re-evaluation.
User defined financial statements.

Hotel Management
Solution
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There are a variety of hardware components and networking solutions that allow users to make the most
out of their personal and business computers. This hardware allows users to maximize their efficiency
and make the most out of their resources. There are several types of POS, computer, network, storage,
laptops, servers, networks solutions and backup hardware.

Hardware and
Networking
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We provide the highest quality security systems security cameras, Time attendance in the industry. Our
security systems are easy to use, high performing, reliable and efficient. Our security camera systems
and DVR systems allow for a wide variety of features such as remote viewing and scheduled motion
recording. Our products are truly the best security systems, easy to use and completely reliable. Our
customers have never complained about our security system, all security systems are extremely easy
to use.

Security Solutions
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One of the most important facts in today’s changing business environment is that customers are the most valuable assets of
any business. We continue to strive for cutting-edge solutions for such diverse clients as governments, pharmaceutical, retail
businesses and public universities. The company›s customers are located primarily in the KSA, and include small companies
to government, LLC companies, universities, hospitals and restaurants, groups and cafés.
ACIS though only a few years old, it has some of the leading institutions in KSA Area among its clientele. Our client base
ranges from small to medium. Following is a partial list of clients that ACIS has provided with a variety of solutions, business
and technical services.

ACIS Clients
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